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01About YONDE

YONDE is an AR planning & creation company with the vision of “Enhancing 
experiences with the power of AR” . By taking full advantage of the 
innovative features and capabilities of Spark AR and Web AR, YONDE builds 
engaging promotion activities and drives immersive AR experiences that are 
beyond texts, images, and videos.
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02What is Spark AR?

2
Point

We partner with various brands and agencies. ＊ Excerpt

 Our works have been featured in various news media.3
Point

1
Point

 YONDE is a certified partner of Spark AR, from         Facebook.

Creative service company specializing in AR Short delivery time Simple and clear pricing

In Spark AR various types of effects are available, such as an effect with a photo frame, an effect that responds to user’ s 

face and facial expression, or a three-dimensional effect using 3CDG. You can also apply multiple objects and actions to 

more than one person.

Instagram is an ideal platform to reach a large number of users and simply share a link to the effect in your account.

Increase consumer demand by implementing engaging AR effects

Create buzz and boost brand recognition by utilizing characters and IP

Drive product branding and brand loyalty

Spark AR is an augmented reality platform built by Facebook that allows you to create your own AR effects 

for Instagram.  Designed to be highly compatible with Stories and Reels features, Spark AR and its effects 

are ideal for social marketing and AR advertising.



04AR filters

Types of trackers and effects：

How to share an effect with your audience：

You can generate a QR code for your audience to scan and open 
the AR effect in Instagram.

Via QR code

Try!

Once the AR effect is published, there will be a “face icon” appearing in your account and 
your audience will be able to choose and experience your effects.

Directly from your Instagram account

03Key advantages

Easy to get social shares No fixed cost for server
Instagram has surpassed Facebook's MAU 
count, hitting 33 million users worldwide. With 
the high compatibility with Instagram, Spark AR 
provides a streamlined flow from taking a 
movie/picture to sharing.

Spark AR requires no monthly fees, server fees, 
or other fixed costs.

Efficient user experience Marketing solution
AR experience is easily accessible through a 
QR code or Instagram account. No need to 
download a separate app or follow complicated 
settings.

Spark AR has a management page that allows 
you to track various data including impressions, 
the number of times the effect is opened / used / 
saved / shared etc., which helps you to set key 
metrics according to your goals.

Use the face tracker to create 
an effect that responds to 
someone's face by detecting 
facial movements and 
expressions (e.g. eyes and 
mouth). 

Face tracker

Use the target tracker to 
trigger an AR effect when the 
camera is pointed at a target 
image in the real world.

Target tracker

Use the plane tracker to create 
an effect, placing 3D objects in 
people's environments.  you 
can give users the ability to 
resize, move and rotate the 
object.

Plane tracker

Try!Trt!



How to publish and share a post on Stories:

Once your photo or movie (to long press) is ready to be 
published with the effect, you can simply click “Stories” 
button to post it.

Publish your post on Stories ➀ Capture ➁ post

If a user with 100 followers shares a 
post on Instagram, it will appear on the 
followers’ timeline and Stories.

➂ Get shares

Capture
One tap
to share
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Rakuten Vissel Kobe

YONDE collaborated with the Japanese 
professional football club, Vissel Kobe, to create 
an AR effect to boost their hashtag campaign. It 
created a synergy effect and generated engaging 
communication with their fans and followers.

Easy and detailed reportingAccess analytics: 

Impressions is the number of times that your effects 
have been displayed on screen. 

Impressions

Captures is the number of times that someone took a 
photo or video that featured your effects.Captures

Opens is the number of times that people have opened 
your effect.Opens

※more details available。

Huis Ten Bosch

Marine World Uminonakamichi

We collaborated with Marine World to create 
an AR effect that interacted with the on-site 
photo booth where the audience can hold 
their smartphone to see the combined and 
vibrant effect.

Hakata Hankyu

We collaborated with Hataka Hankyu to create 
an AR effect that works with the on-site panel 
located in the welcome hall, where visitors 
can hold their smartphone to the panel to see 
the effect.

Face tracker

Image Tracker

Plane tracker

Image Tracker

We collaborated with Huis Ten Bosch to build 
AR filters for “Tuly” , the official mascot 
character. The focus is to increase 
interactions with users, allowing them to use 
the effect to share their memories through a 
photo and movie regardless of the location - 
either at the site or at home.
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Light Plan

180,000 JPY

Standard Plan

280,000
Premium Plan

For those who have a concrete 
idea for planning and can provide 
necessary materials on their own.

For those who needs a whole 
package from planning to design 

through creation.

For those who needs extended 
AR effects such as 3D and 

animation .

Provided by client Partly provided by YONDE All provided by YONDE

1 week 2 weeks 3 weeks

3 weeks 6 weeks 3 weeks

・2D 
・Simple effect creative

・Static AR
・Front or back-facing camera

・2D
・Simple effect creative

・Basic animations 
・Front or back-facing camera

・Partly 3D 
 ・Various effect creatives

・Animations 
・Front and back-facing 

cameras 

Recommended

AR effect

Materials

Delivery time (shortest) 

Delivery time (standard)

please contact us  
for more details.

You can find our basic plans and prices in the list below. Please note that this is calculated based on our estimate.

Service Options:

pepAR
for Business

triAR 
for Business

signAR 
for Business

A  package that covers from AR 
implementation to DTP design.

A service that allows users to 
experience AR using digital 

signage as a target.

A service that allows users to try on your 
products on Instagram (e.g. make-up, 

accessories, contact lenses). 

Check out recent cases of effective 
AR effects on Instagram:

Contact us for more details

Contact us for more information via QR code or URL below.

https://sparkar-yonde.com/

From

JPY
From

380,000 JPY
From


